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EXPO Solutions
Queue Management System
for EXPO Pavilions
The Problem
EXPO pavilions cannot always accommodate
large amounts of visitors, resulting in:
Long waiting lines at the pavilion entrances
Potential loss of visitors
Lower visitor satisfaction and experience
Special events require pre-registration, otherwise
they may be overcrowded or underutilised.

The Solution
Pavilion visitors appointment and queueing solution:
Visitors can book their visit time or event in advance
Pavilions can manage visitor arrivals

For more information
expo@goswift.eu

Visitors, who have not pre-booked, may join a virtual queue
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www.goswift.eu/expo

Main functionality

Visitors pre-book their visit times (Web, mobile, selfservice kiosk) and receive confirmation with a QR-code
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Visitor’s data is collected, including special
interests and event attendance
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Internationally
recognized and awarded
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Visitors arrive and authenticate
themselves at the automated gates
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Key Partner of the
Estonian Pavilion
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System
provides
statistics

Count of all pavilion visitors
Visitor’s profiles,
based on registration data

Optional
functionality

Virtual live queue
Special events planning
and booking system
Hand-held access
control terminals

Hourly, daily, weekly statistics
Pre-booked vs virtual queue statistics
Special interests

Self-Service
Terminals

Entrance

Visitor’s feedback

How it works
Gates and/or hand-held scanners count incoming and
outgoing visitors to determine the number of visitors
inside the pavilion;

Gate 1

Gate 2

Counters

There can be several gates at the entrance of the pavilion:
gate(s) for the live queue
gate(s) for visitors who have pre-booked
If the number of visitors inside is less than the capacity
of the pavilion, gates can be left open;
As the number of visitors approaches the critical
capacity limit, the entry gates close and will only
open according to the following criteria:
When a visitor arrives at their appointed time,
he or she can enter the pavilion through special
gates without waiting in the queue.
Visitors in a live queue can enter the
pavilion when there is availability.

Max number of people

All gates can be opened manually,
for example, for emergency situations;

Counters

The system can be configured to work
automatically or with human interventions.

Exit

Booking
Pavilion visitor has the following options to pre-book:
By using a user-friendly web interface,
linked from the pavilion website.
Booking via mobile phone, easy access
links are provided at the entrances.
Self-service terminals at the entrances.
The pavilion can have special events
and special areas of interest defined.

Special room 2
(entertainment room)
Host with
handheld
reader

Special room 1
(conference room)

After the reservation has been made, the visitor will receive
an e-mail with the QR code confirming the reservation.
The QR code is used to pass through the gates.
When the pre-booked time arrives, the visitor will be
notified in advance. For example, 30 min before the time,
the visitor receives a notice that in 30 minutes he or she
is expected to enter the pavilion or event.

The system is configurable
for different requirements
Capacity of the general area of the pavilions

Special room 3
(meeting room)

Gate with
automatic
reader

Host with
handheld
reader

Entrance/Exit

Number and capacity of rooms with special access
Recurring events or special interest sessions
Automated vs manual operations
Number of gates
Length and capacity of timeslot

For more information
expo@goswift.eu

www.goswift.eu/expo

